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clc genomics workbench can be used to analyse and interpret ngs data - including sequence-based maps and assemblies, and
variant calling. the software features native support for a number of ngs file formats, including fastq and fasta, and an array of
analysis pipelines. by simply associating data with a pipeline, it is possible to easily combine workflow steps that should be
executed sequentially in a single pipeline job, allowing users to create customized workflows, as nicely as to apply multiple
pipelines to the same data set. clc genomics workbench can be used to analyze and interpret ngs data - including sequence-based
maps and assemblies, and variant calling. the software features native support for a number of ngs file formats, including fastq and
fasta, and an array of analysis pipelines. by simply associating data with a pipeline, it is possible to easily combine workflow steps
that should be executed sequentially in a single pipeline job, allowing users to create customized workflows, as nicely as to apply
multiple pipelines to the same data set. the clc genomics workbench can be a cross-platform desktop computer software package
with a visual user-interface, that could be utilized to examine and visualize ngs data, such as sequencing by hybridization (sbh),
shotgun, or long-read sequences. the software performs a graph-based assembly approach by using a versatile mixture of
automation and human-in-the-loop to assure quality in the output assembly. the software can be utilized with the most important
publicly available ngs workbench, the clc genomics workbench, and the open-source apache spark (hadoop) platform. the clc
genomics workbench is available for windows, mac os x, and linux platforms.
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freely available for download, clc genomics workbench features new capabilities like a unified data flow to process datasets from
multiple sources, new modules to perform quality control, read mapping, variant detection, multiple filtering and annotation steps,
command line interface and workbench-wide tools to assist user in their data processing. this workbench is developed to support a

wide range of ngsbioinformatics applications. the workbench is the ideal tool togenerate custom workflows, and accelerate your
data analysis. forinstance, workflows can combine quality control steps, adaptertrimming, read mapping, variant detection, and

multiple filteringand annotation steps into a pipeline you can share with colleaguesand execute with just one click. the workbench
features new capabilities like a unified data flow to process datasets from multiple sources, new modules to perform quality control,
read mapping, variant detection, multiple filtering and annotation steps, command line interface and workbench-wide tools to assist

user in their data processing. finally, the workbench provides community-based tools and workflows to assist user in their data
processing. workflows can combine quality control steps, adaptertrimming, read mapping, variant detection, multiple filtering and

annotation steps, into a pipeline you can share with colleaguesand execute with just one click. the workbench features new
capabilities like a unified data flow to process datasets from multiple sources, new modules to perform quality control, read

mapping, variant detection, multiple filtering and annotation steps, command line interface and workbench-wide tools to assist user
in their data processing. finally, the workbench provides community-based tools and workflows to assist user in their data

processing. 5ec8ef588b
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